Joris Laarman is navigating a noisy basement where a figure clad in a hazmat suit is blending custom-made cellulose behind plastic sheeting. Another worker is busy with power tools, and a third is manning an enormous mechanical arm that is polishing a new piece of furniture.

"Do you know Breaking Bad?" the 32-year-old Dutch designer asks. "We’re cooking." Part of the workshop does indeed resemble Walter White’s meth lab on the AMC television series—and aggressive volatile chemicals are in use. As Laarman delivers his punch line, the industrial-scale polisher sends water cascading across the floor. "It’s safe," he assures me. "Still...we should move out."

Housed in a 1930s former textile factory in a rough-and-tumble neighborhood on Amsterdam’s west side, the Joris Laarman Lab, as it is aptly named, produces furniture that takes more inspiration from cutting-edge mathematics and science than from classic design movements. Laarman himself exudes a slick geek vibe, dressed in dyed G-Star jeans, with his hair gelled surfer-wet, and making abundant use of the word "cool." He could easily pass for a Silicon Valley start-up hipster. Laarman’s trajectory likewise mirrors the overnight success of those nerds-turned-tech-heroes of the dot-com world.

For his final project at the Design Academy Eindhoven, in
In 2003, Laarman created the Heatwave radiator, an electric wall-mounted heater with scrolling rococo shapes in fiber-reinforced concrete. Dutch design heavyweight Droog optioned it for production, and it has been exhibited worldwide. "I always wanted to do something totally over-the-top," says Laarman of the Heatwave, sitting behind his desk in a loft-style office dotted with his designs, scale models, and slabs of experimental materials. "I wanted to work with style as a reference within the work itself. Everyone was doing conceptual work that was never actually made or sold. And there was a long, historic discussion in design about how ornament is bad." Sotheby's sold a prototype of the Heatwave radiator for $37,750 in its June 2009 sale of important 20th-century design in New York, the only time a Laarman piece has been offered at auction. The Droog-produced models, now sold out, cost €6,850 ($7,500).

The Heatwave sparked a small burst of rococo design, notably propagated by Marcel Wanders, in the mid-2000s. Moreover, Laarman became identified with a crop of young creators, alongside Maarten Baas and Christien Meindertsma, who broke with the Minimalists and Conceptual aspects of Dutch design. "The Dutch design world was an institution, with Droog as its head. But we kicked it open. Everyone was so fed up, we just went in every direction," he says, adding that the Heatwave project was intended as a statement that modernist functionality and postmodern effusiveness were not mutually exclusive. "Nobody understood it," he recalls, "but it doesn't matter. It gave me the opportunity to start out." Since then, Laarman has become increasingly difficult to place in the design world. Aesthetically his work hints at the organic forms that Art Nouveau designers like Henry van de Velde and Antoni Gaudi incorporated into their work. The Bone chair—perhaps Laarman's most famous work to date—is reminiscent of the sinuous curves of a stripped-down Emile-Jacques Ruhlmann armchair but was drawn from an algorithm mimicking essential bone and tree growth, which had been used by the German carmaker Opel. His Leaf and Bridge tables reprise the elements from nature. And whereas the modernists made industrial designs by hand, Laarman mines the latest scientific and technological advances to create something that only happens to look organic. "I really don't care about organic design, and anyway, we're so used to the language of industrial form that we can hardly tell what is industrially made and what is not," says Laarman.

There is little risk of that happening. Laarman's work, deliberate but utterly unpredictable, may be best described as design that is genetically modified—physically as well as conceptually. At the High Museum of Art in Atlanta last year, the designer presented a Super Mario-inspired rococo table built by robots of his design from little Lego-style blocks called voxels, which scientists at MIT and Cornell are developing as a future key to biomedical construction. The robots were programmed to replicate a digital model using the voxels like three-dimensional pixels. After a few repairs (the table was damaged in...
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Laarman, who predicts that a headquarters for MakeMe could become "one of the biggest workshops in Holland and a filter for all that is digitally manufactured."

MakeMe will also build on Laarman’s scientific bent, bringing together the know-how of universities, individual craftsmen, and technology companies to develop new production methods. "Now all my experiments with furniture have an end goal," he says. "They are there not just for sculptural reasons, but for the knowledge that we can gain, put into the lab, and spin off into digital fabrication." The Bone chair could be a candidate for mass production, Laarman hints, if it can be made affordably. And it is "perhaps less over-the-top, so my mother would like to sit on it."

That blend of accessibility with technical innovation and intellectual rigor has earned the Bone chair a place in the permanent collections of both the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and the Rijksmuseum, in Amsterdam, where it is already considered an essential piece of Dutch heritage. "That’s the coolest compliment you can get. Still, the piece has to prove itself, and hopefully it will be influential," says Laarman, touching on his yardstick of importance and utility. "That’s what makes it worth something. Contemporary art is always so weird. Why it’s worth what it’s worth, I don’t know."

Though he eschews the design-as-art movement—"If a piece of design is just a sculpture, then it’s so empty," he scoffs—Laarman has nurtured relationships with both galleries and museums. He is represented by New York’s Friedman Benda and sells through Carpenters Workshop in London and Paris, and six of seven pieces in the Bone furniture line were recently shown at Kukje Gallery, in Seoul. In the workshop, a brand-new Bridge table with an unscratchable, mirror-like tungsten-carbide top has just been finished. Laarman’s works rarely are made in editions larger than eight, as is the case with this table. Usually, the price is a balance between the cost of the piece and how much we can get for it," says the designer.

In 2009 Laarman proposed a concept for the 50th anniversary of the Guggenheim Museum in New York, wherein hundreds of paper planes shaped like starlings would flock and soar through the museum’s famous rotunda; a simulation was exhibited in 2010 as part of the exhibition “Contemplating the Void.” Laarman has since been working with MIT, the Dutch entertainment company USE, and the aerodynamics engineer David Lentink to develop what should become "the largest swarm of individually flying objects in the world."

Several concerns have put the brakes on the project, however. If staged at the Guggenheim, the starlings would be a potential danger to the artworks, and each plane, controlled by an indoor GPS system, costs $5,400. "It’s a high price for maybe 15 minutes of joy, but it would be really beautiful," says Laarman, who hopes the toy industry will soon develop the technology, making it possible for the planes to be smaller, lighter, and cheaper.

Laarman’s next museum foray is a traveling exhibition that will make its debut at the Groninger Museum in 2014. Echoing his dream of designing an entire house, the show will be built around nine unique spaces. "It could be boxed-in concepts, or the exhibition as boundary," says the designer, keeping his options open—as ever. #